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1.1. In the above referred paper we have said that, for the proof of the

theorem, it is sufficient to prove lemmas 1 and 2. But it is not correct. A

correct proof is given in the followings.

We assume that

2° gκ>l,

3° LIK is an unramifΐed separable normal extension which is regular

over ky

4° β is a subgroup of JL{ , k) such that L(($>)/K is normal and
I

JL( , #)/© is of type (/, . . . , /), where / is a prime number,

5° [L((S): LI = fm, where (/, m) = 1.

Instead of lemma 2, we must prove the following lemmas:

LEMMA 3. If G(L(®)/L) is contained in the center of G(L(Qb)/K), there

exists a subgroup ©' in JL( , k) such that i) L(©')/UL is normal and ii) LL(®):

LEMMA 4. If there exists b in JL{%) ( , k) such that a{ε*) + (δjL{®} - ^(εv))

©)/L( , k) for every εvGG(L((S)/D, then there exists ©x in Ju%)( , k)

such that i) L(©) (@i)//f is normal and ii) £(©) (®i)

LEMMA 5. If IL((§>): Ll = /, there exists b in Ju%) ( , k) such that a(ε)

, Λ), where ε is Λ generator of G(L(®)/L).

LEMMA 6. //* LBL(©)/£( , έ ) : {0}] /s woί coprime to rn, then there exists

ii)
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LEMMA 7. If \_BL{%),IX > ft) ' {0}] is coprime to m and there exists no b

in JL(®)( , k) such that «(εv) -f (δjL[&) - -η(εv))b e AL{%)iιλ , ft) for every εv

eG(Z(®)/L), fftew there exist subgroups ®' and ®" o/ /L( , ft) such that

i) L(&)/K and L(&')/K are normal ii) ®'$®" ΛΛrf iii) G(L(©0/L(©")) /s

contained in the center of G(L(&)/K).

2.1. Lemma 3 is clear.

Next we observe a property of {a(σ)}.

LEMMA 8. aiστσ'1) - η(σ)a(τ) = α((j) - (̂c rίj

Proof. Since <zUr) =^(<j)β(r) +«(ίτ), we have

aiστσ'1) - η(σ)a(τ) - a(o) +-η(oτ)a{σ~ι)

= a(σ)+-q(στ) (a(e) -

= tf(cr) - -η{στa~ι)a{a).

2.2. Proof of lemma 4.

By the assumption in the lemma we may assume, after a suitable trans-

lation of the origin, that tf(ev)e AL(©)/L( , k) for every eveG(L(®)/L). Then,

by virtue of lemma 8, we observe that

a(a)<E. Π (δjuto-yMΓHAHtoiΛ , ft)).

We put ®i= (ίjL(@)-i?(ev))"1UL(©,/L( , ft))Π/n©,( , ft). Then ®i

and β(^)G®i for every <;. Therefore, by virtue of lemma 1, it is sufficient to

prove ®I#/L(©>( , ft).

The order ί(δJlΛ&) - ^UV^'H-AZK®)/^ , ft)): {0}] is not greater than

On the other hand ίJLι®Λ , ft) : {0}] = LBL«8)/L( , ft): {0}] C/L( , ft) : {0}]

and [5A(©)/L( , ft): (0}]^(<? - 2\/<7 + 1)®*<©>~®*. By the reason stated in the

proof of lemma 2, (q-2y]q +1) / " 1 >/ 2 . Hence [(5J L ( ®, - ^(εv)~
1(ALίg)/L( , ft):

, ft): {0}]. This shows that ©1^=7^©)( , ft).

2.3. In order to prove lemma 5, we prove the following lemma:

LEMMA 9. // IΛ®)/L is cyclic, then

X , ft).
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Proof. Let b be a point in (dJlλ%) -- η(ε))~\θ) Γ\JrΛ(g»( , ft) and 23 be a

divisor of degree zero of ZΛ@). Then φ{s$*~v - 23) = ry(εv)c(23) - y-(23) = 0.

Therefore there exists a system of elements {/εv} in L((S) such that (/εv)

= 23*"- 23. Put ?ε\ εμ =/evfμ(/eί/εv)"1. Then (T̂ CV, cμ} is a ft-valued cocyle.

Since ft-valued cohomology groups vanish, we may assume that {/εv} is a

L(($)-valued 1-cocycle. Since L(@Vvalued cohomology groups also vanish, we

have an element g in L(@) such that fe =g'\ Hence (23*' 1- 23) = (g~Ύι - (#).

This shows that 23 — (<§0 is a divisor of degree zero of L. Hence b = <̂ (23) = ^(23

- (g)) belongs to AU®)IL{ , k). Namely (y{e) - ^L(@))~1(0) = AL,®)/L{ , AΪ).

On the other hand Ju®)( , k)lAu%\ic{ , k) = BL'M)!L( , A), hence (>?(ε)

lemma 5.

We denote by PL<M)IL the cotrace mapping of /L into /i(©,. Since

( ,k)^JL{ , k), πntoiLiJd ,k))/ALM)/L( , *)^G(L(©)/L). Hence there

exists a point β in ̂ Z IΘI/L such that i) ίd= aL{%)iLa(ε) and ii) πu%)!LάξΞjL( , ̂ ) .

Put a-QuφiLKL^La. Then ccrΛ(&)iLa = la-QCuφiLa(ε). This shows that <z(ε)

- # belongs to BU%)L( , A). By virtue of lemma 9, there is a point c in

/L<®)( , ft) such that β(e) - α=(τ?(e) - ^ J L ( @ ) ) ^ . Hence a(ε) -f

, k).

2.4. Proof of lemma 6.

Since [G(L(®)/D : {*?}] = Λ there exist Cι and ^ in /n©)( , k) such that

i) lxa = 0 with a Λ, ii) the order of c2 is coprime to / and iii) fa(ε^) = ( ^ L ( @ )

-τ?(ε v)) (/'c2 + Cι) for 6 V e G ( I ( β ) / ί ) . This shows that, after a suitable

translation of the origin, we may assume that lt + λ α ( ε v ) = 0 for every evG

Put ®, = (βlf lG/L^t , ft), ΓfleA l ί ( S)/ t( , ft) with a u). Then α(εv)

e ® i for e veG(L(®)/L). On the other hand G(i(®)/L) is normal in

G(L{$)IK), hence by virtue of lemma 8, we have

α(<;)e= Π (τ?(εv) - δjn©))'"1(Air(®)/L( , ft)).

On the other hand there exists u such that

^ Q ^ ( e J - o ^ Γ ^ ^ f , ft)),
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This shows that GbiGa(σ). By virtue of the definition of ®i and the as-

sumption in the lemma, we have (Si = η{a)$ι and (Si ^ / L ( ® ) ( , k). Hence by

virtue of lemma 1, L{®) {®ι)/K is normal and L(®) (®i)#L(®).

2.5. Proof of lemma 7.

Let P be the subset of G(L(®)/K) consisting of all its elements whose

order is coprime to /. Then, by the same reason as in the proof of lemma 6,

after a suitable translation of the origin, we may assume that mλa(σ) = 0 with

a ^ for (TGP. By virtue of the assumption in the lemma, we have a(a)

GΞAL{%)IL( y k) for <;£ΞP.

Let P* be the subgroup generated by P. Then P* is a normal subgroup

of G(L(®)/K). Since a(στ) = η(σ)a(τ) + a(σ)t we observe that βt/jGALφ/L

( , k) for aeP*. Since GU(®)/L) is normal in G(L(®)//0, G(U®)/L)

H P * is normal in G(L(®)/K). From the assumption in the lemma G(L(®)/L)

mG(L(®)/L)ΠP*. LetL(®0 be the subfield corresponding to P*ΠG(L(®)/L).

Put P** = P*/G{L(®)/L)(ΛP*. Then, since P**ΠG(L(®)/L) = M, P**G

(L(®)/L) is a direct product P**xG(L(®)/L).

On the other hand, we have by virtue of lemma 8, ctτjg')iLa{aε^a~ι) =y(σ)

ccuw)iLaM for ε, e G(L(®')/Zr). Since G(L(®')/L) is of type (/ , . . . , /), if

we take a base {eJf . . . , es) of G(L(®)/L) we get a representation {N(σ)} of

G(L(®')/K)/P** in the field with /-elements such that (αL^/LβUi), . . . ,

#L((sj')/z,<2(εs) )ΛΓ(ί/) = (τ?(tf) it£(@')/£iz(6i), . . . , ??(tf) it£f@')/£^(e'(''^» where <7 is the

class of a in G(L(®)/K)/P**.

Since G(L{®')/K)/P** is an /-group, {Mi?)} is equivalent to the following

representation:

Λa

This shows that there exists a non-trivial subgroup // in {αrn©)/£0(ev)} which

is elementwise fixed by τ?(<;). Since ecu<&)iL is an onto isomorphism, we have

a nontrivial subgroup H which is contained in the center of G(L(®')/•/
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Then, if we denote by ©" the subgroup of JΛ , k) such that L(&f) cor-

responds to H, these ©' and @" satisfy the conditions in the lemma.
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